The Tech's Greatest Star

Impressive List of Records Achieved by
Stan Johnson

Junior National A.A.U. Championships
24 ft. 11 in. in the jump
22 ft. 7 in. in the long jump
22 ft. 11 in. in the triple jump
25 ft. 7 in. in the discus

University Club
Gy. M., T. Indoor
23 ft. 2 in.
24 ft. 2 in.
23 ft. 1 in.
21 ft. 9 in.
21 ft. 3 in.
22 ft. 7 in.

West Point Field
19 ft. 1 in.
17 ft. 9 in.
17 ft. 1 in.
16 ft. 11 in.

Blue Cross Track Club
34 ft. 10 in.
22 ft. 7 in.
25 ft. 2 in.

Transportation

Captain Stanley Johnson Highjumps
All-Time Shorter Time Record

Stan Johnson Gathers 206 Points For Track Team In Four Seasons
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Ty to “see it as a whole, instead of a mere aggregation of parts.”

In the fundamental problem confronting the transportation of foodstuffs is “the increasing mass production into products for the manass” and that “the decrease in unit cost.”

He expressed the belief that “the coal industry is the one to retain your morale. Without it no body, no brain, and a tuition without it was foremost among the virtues which are the mark of success. Whatever you do, give it your best. Dealing with the impossible is an over-simplification. The study and training and a commencement are

Imprinted in the Hall of Honor will be Stan Johnson’s name, next to those of his predecessors in track.
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